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The days of simple problems with simple solutions is 
behind us “what got you here won't get you there” and 
navigating the current business environment requires 
new leadership skills

Inquiry:  We perform a factual leadership diagnostic at the beginning of an assignment through interviews 
and gathering existing 360 assessment data 

Executive Leadership Coaching: As within so without - the new pillars of intelligent leadership enabling 
you to align your inner core with your outer core, gaining leadership agility in order to attain higher 
productivity

Team Facilitation Workshop: Survival easily replaces strategic planning in many companies leaving less 
room for vision and less room to listen to new possibilities - We help our clients achieve strategic alignment in 
order to drive growth

Team Coaching: The results of an organisation are a direct consequence of the performance of its teams – 
We support e�ective team alignment by closing gaps on perception and reality on role, structure and 
functioning of your team

Review and Sustain: We conduct thorough ROE/ROI evaluations with your stakeholders during and at the 
end of any engagement    

The Current Situation
Closing performance gaps to drive strategic change 
require new learning channels as current ones 
focusing only on leadership competencies are 
inadequate

The Challenge ahead

Our business coaching o�erings help leading companies scale their leadership capacity - 
increase (team) leadership performance and agility by reducing ine�ciencies [i.e. skills de�cit; 
outdated mental models; rigid structures] and improve teamwork culture, unlike other external 
interventions.

“Change programmes” have a positive impact if leadership development 
incorporates vertical and horizontal learning 

VERTICAL
(mindset
transformation)

HORIZONTAL
(competence development)
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Bernard Chanliau, PCC MICF
Executive/Team Leadership Coach

+353 (0)86 104 3805
bchanliau@teamleadership.ie
www.teamleadership.ie
@BCoach_Exec  

Book a free no obligation consultation to discuss your learning needs outcomes

CONNECT WITH US 
and GET a FREE 
Strategy Session 
CONSULTATION

Questions or concerns? Not sure where to start accelerating your leadership development? 

You can scale your leadership capacity without having to create competing 
priorities leading to change fatigue. If you've answered 'YES' to one of 
these statements, we may be able to help you: 

The new environmental context with its pace of change requires the new capacity to 
prevent stagnation and leading e�ectively

The challenges of the "VUCA" (volatile, uncertain, complex, ambiguous) environment 
of the 21st century require a new roadmap for change to �x XYZ

Solving today’s problems with a new set of tools for the leadership journey of the 
21st century

Gaining leadership agility in order to avoid burnout and enjoying sustained success

“The development of leadership e�ectiveness must, at minimum, keep 
pace with the rate of change and the rate of escalating complexity.” 
Mastering Leadership: Bob Anderson


